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Background 

The All of Us (AoU) Research Program is a nationally launched precision medicine program which aims to                 
create a diverse health database with over 1 million participants. The data set includes demographic               
information, enrollment registration data, EHR, participant-provided information (PPI) via         
questionnaires and surveys, physical measurement and genomic information1. It is stored in the             
Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) Common Data Model (CDM).  

There are no established metrics to evaluate how comprehensive the AoU dataset is for conducting               
observational research. This study characterized the AoU data set using common data elements (CDEs)              
extracted from PheKB2 phenotype definitions in order to assess the AoU data set. 

Research Category 

Phenotyping and Data Quality Assessment 

Methods 

Köpcke et al. analyzed the presence of common data elements in electronic health records in order to                 

compare the eligibility criteria defined in clinical trial protocols3. Applying this idea, the primary task               

here was to evaluate the AoU data set using CDEs in phenotype definitions. In PheKB, there are 53                  

validated phenotypes and each phenotype algorithm is defined by concepts4. The semantic collections of              

similar concepts within a phenotype are called concept sets. Each concept set contains a group of                

standard coding schema concepts5. One concept set could        

occur among multiple phenotypes as shown in Figure 1. We          

created a list of the concept sets. In addition, we added basic            

variables found in the PheKB data dictionary such as age,          

gender and visit to the concept set list in order to better            

characterize cohorts. The final list of variables and concept         

sets will be referred to as the list of CDEs. Using the CDEs, we              

examined which ones frequently occurred in eMERGE       

phenotypes. To evaluate the capability of AoU data set for          

running phenotype studies, we calculated the prevalence of        

each CDE in the data set. We also compared the prevalence           

of CDEs using both standard coding schema concepts and         

source coding schema concepts.  
Figure 1. The extraction process of common data elements from eMERGE phenotypes 

Results 

In AoU data set, there are 242,299 distinct participants (57% female and 35% male). 55% (n=122, 849) of                  
the participants have EHR data.  

Among 63 eMERGE phenotypes and 651 data elements, we identified the top 20 most frequent CDEs                
across phenotypes as listed in Table 1. The prefix stands for the clinical domain of the variable, e.g.                  
‘vitals.bmi’ is a vitals measurement, specifically Body Mass Index. The column ‘Prevalence among             
phenotypes’ lists the occurrence of each CDE across 63 phenotypes; the column ‘Number of participants               
in AoU’ lists the number of distinct participants who had at least one observation of the concept ids of                   
the CDE.  

 
 



We separated the CDEs into three groups. For the blue group, the ‘Total participants in AoU’ is 242,299                  
because these CDEs consist of information which could be accessed from every participant’s registration              
data or EHR data. For the yellow group, the ‘Total participants in AoU’ is 122,849 because these CDEs are                   
only available from participants who provided EHR. Finally, for the pink group, the ‘Total participants in                
AoU’ is 75,470 because pregnancy prevalence is specific to the female population. The column              
‘Prevalence in AoU’ is the ratio of ‘Number of participants in AoU’ to ‘Total participants in AoU’.  

Table 1. Top 20 CDEs and prevalence in All of Us data set          Figure 2. Prevalence computed by standard and source concepts 

In Table 1, the data coverages of physical measurements including BMI, height and weight are around                
78%. Diabetes diagnosis, including Type I and Type II Diabetes Mellitus, has 5 occurrences among all                
phenotypes and over 20% of participants have had related diagnoses. The coverage of most              
demographic data elements is above 90%. Participants could skip answering some questions, resulting in              
lower prevalence of the demographic CDEs. In terms of visits, 78% of the participants had at least one                  
visit at the health provider organization where recruitment occurred and almost everyone in this cohort               
had at least one outpatient visit. 

Figure 2 shows the comparison between the prevalence calculated by standard coding schema concepts              
and source coding schema concepts. X axis is the prevalence computed by standard coding schema               
concepts and y axis is the prevalence computed by source coding schema concepts of the same concept                 
set. For example, the CDE lab.randomGlucose coverage in the AoU data set is 71% for standard coding                 
schema concepts and 54% for source coding schema concepts. 

Conclusion 

This study applied common data elements from the eMERGE phenotypes as an evaluation criteria to               
check the data availability of the CDEs on the AoU data set in order to assess feasibility of phenotype                   
studies. We extracted the top 20 CDEs and computed the prevalence of each CDE across the AoU data                  
set. We also studied the prevalence difference calculated by standard and source coding schema              
concepts. For future study, we will expand this work to exam CDE coverage and build up a threshold to                   
evaluate data completeness from a phenotyping perspective.  
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